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	Abstract: In an effort to increase available facilities while leveraging existing standard aerospace asset management processes, a strategic cross-service statewide partnership was created between the Ogden Air Logistics Complex (OO-ALC) and Tooele Army Depot (TEAD).  This agreement helps solve the increasing need for climate controlled indoor storage to preserve sensitive assets belonging to advanced weapon systems which will be utilized to ensure readiness to the war fighter when requirements arise.  Before this agreement was in place, the standard process of excess equipment/tooling being stored at Aerospace Maintenance and Regeneration Group (AMARG), in Tucson, AZ, was not possible for additional assets that have indoor or climate controlled requirements.  A Memorandum of Agreement (MOA) now allows TEAD to function as an AMARG forward Operating Location (OL) which solves the storage issue for multiple System Program Offices (SPOs) who are using Centralized Asset Management (CAM) funding to pay contracted companies to store and manage assets.  Bringing Air Force software systems (AFEMS, IBM MAXIMO, AMSTARS) on line at the Army depot facilitates the logistics of asset management between Department of Defense entities.  Items being warehoused by contracted companies and in privately owned facilities for C-17, B-2, and ICBM systems have a current cost of over $4M per year in contracted funds, and additional resources being spent by employing warehouse staff and maintaining equipment such as trucks, trailers, forklifts, etc.  Moving to an organic storage location will drop those contracted costs to $0, resulting in a $4M per year cost savings in warehouse contracts alone.  Charges for actions performed on stored assets will be expensed on actual hours worked at standard shop rates, utilizing personnel and equipment already in place.  By utilizing existing facilities located at Tooele, Army personnel increase utilization rates and reduce cost per square foot for storage capability.  Another tremendous benefit to the storage partnership lies in the relative closeness in geographical location to the Hill AFB maintenance complex, as opposed to the bone yard in Tucson, AZ.  This will decrease response time for repairs needed to keep up with customer demands and war fighter needs.  It is imperative that these assets remain on-hand for engineer reach-back for the life of a program.


